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le proposes the concept of anisotropy tailoring in multi-material lattices based on a me

tom-up framework. It is widely known that isotropy in a mono-material lattice ca

en the microstructure has an isotropic geometry. For example, regular hexagona

it cell comprised of six equal members and equal internal angle of 120o each, show

stic properties. Such limited microstructural con�guration space for having isotropy

he scope of many multi-functional applications such as space �lling in 3D printing.

ate that there are multiple structural geometries in mono-material lattices that coul

It is shown that the con�guration space for isotropy can be expanded by multiple fo

one intrinsic material is introduced in the unit cell of a lattice. We explicitly dem

degrees of anisotropy in regular geometrically isotropic lattices by introducing th

architecture. The contours of achieving minimum anisotropy, maximum anisotrop

e of anisotropy are presented in the design space consisting of geometric and multi-

rs. Proposition of such multi-material microstructures could essentially expand th

l design scope signi�cantly, o�ering a higher degree of �exibility to the designer in

(or identifying) the most suitable microstructural geometry. An explicit theoretical ch

the contours of anisotropy along with physical insights underpinning the con�gurati

aterial and geometric parameters will accelerate the process of its potential exp

engineered multi-functional materials and structural systems across di�erent leng

demand of any speci�c degree of anisotropy but limitation in the micro-structural g
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e based periodic material microstructures provide an unprecedented opportunity

ineer the global mechanical properties of materials based on multi-functional dem

tructural systems by identifying (or designing) the intrinsic material distribution an

etry at micro-scale. In such microstructured materials the tailorable e�ective ma

al properties (such as equivalent elastic moduli, deformation, buckling, energy ab

and wave propagation characteristics with modulation features) are de�ned by th

guration along with intrinsic material properties of the constituent members. Even

number of natural systems can show few unusual properties (for example, lightwei

, and auxeticity in various crystalline materials), the scope of having multiple des

roperties to the optimum level in a single natural material is rare. Most of the n

materials cannot exhibit one or more of the fascinating multi-functional proper

oisson's ratio, extremely lightweight characteristics, negative sti�ness, pentamode

istics (meta-�uid), programmable constitutive laws etc., which can be achieved b

nd intuitive microstructural design [1�9]. For example, the conventional positive

ratio in a hexagonal lattice can be converted to negative by considering the cell

1 as negative (as indicated in �gure 1(C-D) of the supplementary material), or to

intuitively designing the hexagonal unit cell [10, 11]. Recently buckling-induced in

utilized to obtain and modulate unusual mechanical properties like enhanced en

apacity and strain rate dependent constitutive behaviour [12�14]. Besides static pr

usual and useful properties can be realized in metamaterials under dynamic condit

e bulk modulus [15], negative mass density [16], negative Young's modulus [17],

dulus [18] and elastic cloaks [19]. These novel class of arti�cially engineered mater

bespoke properties have tremendous potential for applications in futuristic multi-fu

, mechanical, civil, electronics and biomedical systems.

ice metamaterials two material properties are involved at two di�erent length-sca

rinsic material(s) which is actually the material of the constituting elements (suc

g beam members shown in �gure 1) at micro-scale. These materials are either n

monolithic materials or their alloys and compounds. The intrinsic mechanical p

n the chemical composition, atomic and molecular structure of that material. Th

terial properties correspond to the e�ective macro-scale behaviour of the entire latti
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Multi-material microstructure. (A) Mono-material hexagonal lattice where all the mem
e made of same material (B) Multi-material hexagonal lattice where the three constituting m
are made of three di�erent materials (as indicated by separate colours). The respective unit
are shown using insets. Unit cell of a multi-material lattice has three di�erent intrinsic material
ing to the three constituting beam elements (E1, E2 and E3). In case of unit cell of the mon
E2 = E3 = Es. In the mono-material and multi-material lattice con�gurations shown here, if

e lattice will become re-entrant that can show auxeticity i.e. negative Poisson's ratio (refer to �gu
lementary material). The fundamental mechanics of such lattices are normally scale-independ
acro scales. From a multi-scale point of view, even though there exists a lattice structure at m
ical properties at macroscale could be idealized to have equivalent values of a bulk continuum-lik
lysis. Therefore, for a structural analysis at macroscale, one only needs to consider the e�ective m
properties without bothering about the microstructural geometry.

le properties depend on the intrinsic material properties as well as the microstruc

f the lattice, the compound e�ect of which presents us with a tremendous opport

nprecedented properties that are not available in conventional monolithic materials

approach is often adopted to model periodic microstructures leading to a set of

duli at macro-scale, equivalent to an idealized continuous solid material [20�25].

mechanics for lattices being scale-independent in most cases, the research �nding

re normally applicable for a wide range of materials and structural forms. Two dim

hexagonal form can be found across nano to macro scale covering various natural

ems in abundance (such as nanostructures of graphene, hBN etc., core of sandwich

cture of multiple woods and bones, microstructure of metamaterials, space �lling pa

ng etc.) [26�32, 32�34]. In fact hexagonal tessellations can be proved to be the most

-�lling pattern. Moreover, from a geometric view-point, it can be noted that a h

n e�ectively be converted to rectangular, rhombic and re-entrant con�gurations a

ch widespread relevance of hexagonal lattices has led to our current focus on this
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opy tailoring.

of the investigations for creating mechanical metamaterials focus on the microstruc

r modulation of physical properties, rather than the constituent intrinsic material

material, suitable for manufacturing and having adequate mechanical properties,

pted as the constituent material [35]. However, recent advances in the area of multi-

anufacturing [36�38] have propelled the rationale for creation of a new class of

rostructures, where two or more intrinsic materials could be used to form the u

ti-material microstructures could essentially expand the multi-functional design scop

�ering a higher degree of �exibility to the designer in terms of choosing (or identify

able microstructural geometry. The Majority of investigations related to multi-fu

rials try an inverse identi�cation approach to identify the intrinsic materials and t

g volume fractions based on numerical algorithms [39�41]. Multi-material microst

n to be a pathway for achieving di�erent unprecedented multi-physical properties

ive thermal expansion along with other necessary mechanical attributes [42, 43]. H

insightful analytical formulations of such systems leading to tailorable elastic prope

the current literature. Anisotropy tailoring is an important design parameter for

al systems under static and dynamic conditions, where di�erent sti�ness components

ng di�erent directions. Thus it is necessary to develop the capability of achieving

f anisotropy in microstructured materials with su�cient options of microstructura

from which a designer can choose the most suitable one based on various other fu

and manufacturing constraints. Here we aim to present a physics-based analytical fra

ng the theoretical contours of microstructures to achieve di�erent degrees of aniso

erial lattices.

idely known that isotropy in a mono-material hexagonal lattice can be obtained w

cture has an isotropic geometry. For example, regular hexagonal lattices with a

of six equal members and equal internal angle of 120o each, show isotropy in th

. Such limited microstructural con�guration space for having isotropy restricts the

lti-functional applications such as space �lling in 3D printing. In this article we �rs

ate that there could be multiple structural geometries in mono-material lattices th

otropy. It will be shown that the design space for isotropy can be expanded by

n more than one intrinsic material is introduced in the unit cell of a lattice. Fu
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introducing multi-material con�gurations. The theoretical contours of achieving m

y, maximum anisotropy and any �xed value of anisotropy will be systematically p

sign space consisting of geometric and multi-material parameters. In essence, we

the long-standing conventional understanding between relationship of e�ective (an)

sotropic structural geometry by showing that both isotropy and anisotropy (of certain

n be achieved in a set of microstructural con�gurations in multi-material lattices.

concentrate on hexagonal lattices in this article, the basic concepts are general and

ble to other two and three dimensional lattice geometries.

ive elastic moduli of multi-material lattices

nciple, multi-material lattices could have two di�erent forms. In the �rst form, the

e multiple intrinsic materials and it may be tessellated to construct a lattice. In th

lattice may be constructed of di�erent unit cells where two or more unit cells have

aterial properties. The second form of lattice cannot be modelled using the conv

ased approach as it does not lead to a periodic structure in the true sense. In the

r focus is on the �rst form of multi-material lattice where the desirable periodicit

ive elastic moduli of multi-material lattices would be di�erent from the mono-materi

ame structural geometry. To present adequate insights concerning the anisotropy tai

erial lattices, computational models for Young's moduli of such lattices are required

unit cell (consisting of three beam-like members connected at a single point, refer to F

roach, closed-form analytical expressions for the e�ective Young's moduli in two or

are derived as a function of the intrinsic material properties and structural geom

tical derivation, only bending deformation is considered, which is most predominant

tices with axially rigid members. In most of the advanced mechanical systems includi

3D printing, thin-walled lattices are preferred due to the fact that it leads to a lig

section we will focus on the two e�ective Young's moduli Ē1 and Ē2 since they are f

lti-material con�guration (i.e. E1 and E2). It may be noted that the two in-plane P

not dependent on the material properties even in case of multi-material lattices (n

on's ratio's are reported to be not dependent on the intrinsic material properties
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aterial lattices [20]). Expressions of the two e�ective Young's moduli for a multi-material
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Minimum and maximum anisotropy in multi-material lattices. (A) The combinat
arameters, namely, the cell angle θ and h

l resulting in e�ective isotropy of a mono-material lattice
classical case when h/l = 1, θ = 30o and α = 1 is shown by a star. (B) The combination o
h
l resulting in e�ective isotropy of multi-material lattices with α = E1

E2
varying from 0.5 to 5. (C

the cell angle θ for multi-material lattices as a function of the multi-material parameter (α) and h
l .

ing to the classical isotropic case when h/l = 1, θ = 30o and α = 1 is shown by a star. (D) Maxim
anisotropy (corresponding to α = 1) as a function of the geometric parameters θ and h

l .

fer to the supplementary material for detailed derivation) can be written as

Ē1 = 2Es (t/l)3 cos θ

(h/l + sin θ) sin2 θ(1 + α)

Ē2 = Es (t/l)3 (h/l + sin θ)(1 + α)

2α cos3 θ

= α and E1 = αE2 = Es (E1 and E2 are the intrinsic Young's moduli of the t

refer to �gure 1). Here we de�ne degree of anisotropy as q = Ē1

Ē2
. Note that Ē1
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. It can be noticed from the above expressions that the e�ective in-plane elastic p

i-material hexagonal lattice depend only on the intrinsic Young's modulus of the t

whereas material properties of the vertical member has no contribution. This obs

to the case of mono-material hexagonal lattices [20]. Here t denotes thickness of

e other geometric parameters involved in the expressions of Ē1 and Ē2 (such as h,

ted in �gure 1.

= 1, the expressions of elastic moduli for multi-material lattice (refer to equations

the traditional expressions of mono-material lattice [20] as a special case. This obs

n exact analytical validation of the derived formulae. To validate the proposed exp

Ē2 for di�erent other values of α, we adopt a �nite element based approach as disc

3 of the supplementary material. The �nite element analysis results are presented

upplementary material along with the corresponding analytical results (obtained b

1 and 2) for di�erent values of α. A good agreement between the results of two

an be noticed. It is also interesting to note the increasing level of deviation between Ē

values of α, essentially corroborating the preliminary evidence of the possibility of an

based on multi-material parameters. The exact analytical validation for α = 1 a

ased numerical validation for di�erent values of α generate necessary con�dence t

sed analytical formulae of Ē1 and Ē2 for demonstrating the aspect of anisotropy

hree di�erent cases will be discussed systematically in the following sections leadi

i.e. minimum anisotropy), II. maximum anisotropy and III. a �xed value of anisotro

l contours in the design space of multimaterial and geometrical parameters of a unit

ted considering all these three cases including insightful numerical results for demon

noted that we have used the term `contour' in the context of the current article to

structural con�guration and their variations to achieve di�erent degrees of (an)isotr

opy or minimum anisotropy

case of α 6= 1, an interplay among h/l, θ and α may lead to isotropy of the lat

, it is widely mentioned that Ē1 = Ē2 when h/l = 1, θ = 30o, α = 1 [20]. The value of

would be the same, not only in any two orthogonal directions, but in all direction

lattice. Here we show the possibility of unexplored isotropy contours of lattice mater

erial as well as mono-material (i.e. α = 1) con�gurations. Using the condition of
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the Equations 1 and 2, we get[
4α

(1 + α)2

]
cos4 θ

sin2 θ
= (h/l + sin θ)2

the above equation, we investigate two possible cases depending on the value of α.

e consider the case of α = 1, that is, the lattice is made of a single material. In s

3 reduces to
cos4 θ

sin2 θ
= (h/l + sin θ)2

e solutions of Equation 4 is

h/l + sin θ =
cos2 θ

sin θ

e equation leads to

sin θ =
1

4


−

(
h

l

)
±
√(

h

l

)2

+ 8




6 provides a set of solutions involving h/l and θ that will lead to isotropy in mono-

l lattices (refer to Figure 2A). Out of this set, only one solution is widely acknowl

i�c literature corresponding to the case of h/l = 1 and θ = 30o. It is important to n

ility of physical structural con�guration of a honeycomb should always be kept in m

the two solutions of Equation 6 corresponding to h/l = 1 are θ = 30o and θ = −90o

latter one is physically impossible.

cond solution of Equation 4 is

h/l + sin θ = −cos2 θ

sin θ

e equation leads to

sin θ = − l
h

nd l are both positive; thus θ must be negative, i.e. the solution corresponds to

tions. The possibility of physical structural con�guration of a honeycomb should be

r example, the following inequality must be satis�ed for an auxetic hexagonal con�

h > 2l sin θ

form solution for Young's moduli can be readily obtained corresponding to Equatio

Ē1 = Ē2 = − Es
sin θ cos θ

(
t

l

)3

θ is negative in the above equation (i.e. corresponding to the auxetic con�gurat
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sue of geometrically isotropic lattice requires further explanation to convey the th

rs with more clarity. By geometrically isotropic lattice, we refer to a particular mi

etry of mono-material lattices where isotropy in the Young's modulus can be ach

le. In the context of hexagonal lattice microstructures, it is a general wisdom in th

tamaterials that such isotropy in the elastic properties can be achieved when the c

nd h = l. Thus, for a hexagonal lattice, we refer to this particular microstructu

as the commonly known `geometrically isotropic' con�guration. However, in the p

s, we have shown that there are multiple other solutions for an isotropic lattice (i

microstructure) with mono-material con�guration besides the conventionally repor

sponding to h/l = 1 and θ = 30o. The domain of such an isotropic solution can be i

folds if we consider multi-material con�guration. In case of multi-material lattices, w

3 as
4α

(1 + α)2
=

1

K

= sin2 θ
cos4 θ

(
h
l

+ sin θ
)2

is a function of only structural geometry. The Equation 11 lead

of isotropy in multi-material lattices as

α =
E1

E2

= −1 + 2K ± 2
√
−K +K2

2 −K > 0 and the honeycomb structure should be physically achievable. The abo

ides a non-dimensional measure of the multi-material parameters (α) in terms of

ral geometry. Figure 2B and 2C show the isotropy contour in a restricted doma

erial and geometric parameters.

imum anisotropy

section, we aim to maximize q =
(
Ē1

Ē2

)
and obtain the relationship among the multi-

etric parameters of the lattice. Based on Equations 1 and 2, we can write

q =

(
Ē1

Ē2

)
=

α

(1 + α)2
m

4 cos4 θ
(h/l+sin θ)2 sin2 θ

, which represents a purely microstructural geometric function. F

e value of q, we solve the di�erential equation dq
dα

= 0 for α. The solution comes o

ich yields
(
d2q
dα2

∣∣∣α=1 < 0
)
, indicating maxima. Thus, the condition of maximum isot

ed in the special case of mono-material lattice (i.e. E1 = E2). The corresponding
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Realization of �xed degree of anisotropy. (A) Anisotropy contour for q = 0.5. (B) Anisotrop
. (C) Anisotropy contour for q = 2. (D) Anisotropy contour for q = 3. Here the �xed degree of a
Ē1

Ē2
) are realized as a function of the intrinsic multi-material parameter α = E1

E2
and geometric par

contour lines in this �gure show the values of the cell angle θ.

anisotropy is given by

(qαmax|α=1) =
cos4 θ

(
h

l
+ sin θ

)2

sin2 θ

above expression, it can be found that q is purely a function of the geometric par

ncreases monotonically as h
l
and θ decrease (refer to �gure 2D).Jo
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anisotropy

section we try to �nd out the ratio E1

E2
= α which will lead to a desired degree of an

for the condition of Ē1

Ē2
= q, we can write (refer to Equation 13)

α

(1 + α)2
=

q

m

e equation leads to the solution in terms of multi-material parameters as

α =
E1

E2

=
1

2

[
−
(

2− q

m

)
±
√(

2− q

m

)2

− 4

]

ng that E1 and E2 are both positive, in addition to the constraint of a physically ac

ucture, we get the following two conditions for real solutions from the above equati[
−
(

2− q

m

)
±
√(

2− q

m

)2

− 4

]
> 0

(
2− q

m

)2

− 4 > 0

shows the contours of θ for achieving di�erent degrees of anisotropy (q) in terms of

d multi-material parameters. It is interesting to note that the maximum value of an

rresponding to α = E1

E2
= 1, which is in agreement with our �ndings correspondin

aximum isotropy as presented in the preceding section.

plained in the introduction section, a hexagonal lattice could show negative Poisso

cell angle θ becomes negative (refer to �gure 1(C-D) of the supplementary materia

dent from the closed-form expressions of Poisson's ratios (refer to equations 17 and

ntary material) and the physical geometric constraints of a hexagonal re-entrant s

from the expressions it is noted that the Poisson's ratios are not dependent on th

arameters, which are the main focus of this study. The current paper primarily de

anisotropy as a function of the two Young's moduli. For this reason, we have not p

rical results speci�cally for the auxetic con�gurations (i.e. negative cell angle). Th

ulae for e�ective Young's moduli of multi-material lattices are valid for any valu

sitive, or negative), meaning that the proposed concept of anisotropy tailoring can

pplied to auxetic con�gurations. In fact, we have shown a particular family of st

tions to achieve isotropy that is only valid for auxetic structures (refer to equation

ted in this context that the current analytical derivation and the following investiga

t in the linear regime of elastic analysis.

mary, we have discussed the aspect of anisotropy tailoring in this section through t
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duction o l lattice,

wherein t n�gura-

tions that h/l = 1,

θ = 30o, nded by

multiple ice. We

explicitly es by in-

troducing ameters.

Notewort e viably

manufact hnology.

Though w icle, the

concept o tially be

extended

3. Conc

This a etrically

isotropic paper lie

in both co ated the

aspect of owledge

on the re tours of

having m ropy are

presented entional

wisdom o speci�c

degree of �lling in

3D printi systems

under sta di�erent

directions e�ective

anisotrop ns, from

which a d ng with

geometric is article

on anisot aterials

across di�

Journal Pre-proof
f multi-material periodic systems. We start by considering a special case of hexagona

he results reveal that there are multiple structural geometries in mono-material co

could lead to isotropy besides the conventionally considered microstructure with

α = 1 for this purpose. It is shown that the design space for isotropy can be expa

folds when more than one intrinsic material is introduced in the unit cell of a latt

demonstrate di�erent degrees of anisotropy in regular geometrically isotropic lattic

the multi-material architecture in the design domain of geometric and material par

hy is that the physical models at industry-scale of such multi-material lattices ar

urable following the tremendous recent advancements in additive manufacturing tec

e have primarily concentrated on two dimensional hexagonal lattices in this art

f anisotropy tailoring using multiple intrinsic materials in the unit cell could poten

to other lattice forms and three dimensional microstructures.

lusions and perspective

rticle presents physics-based insights on the possibilities of having anisotropy in geom

lattices and isotropy in geometrically anisotropic lattices. Novelty and impact of the

nceptual development and analytical formulation. We have systematically demonstr

tailoring anisotropy in lattice microstructures by e�ectively decoupling the existing kn

lationship between (an)isotropy and microstructural geometry. The theoretical con

inimum anisotropy (i.e. isotropy), maximum anisotropy and any �xed value of anisot

in closed-form in terms of the geometric and multi-material parameters. The conv

f having limited microstructural con�guration space for obtaining isotropy (or a

anisotropy) restricts the scope of many multi-functional applications such as space

ng. Anisotropy tailoring is an important design parameter for various mechanical

tic and dynamic conditions, where di�erent sti�ness components are necessary along

. Thus, it is necessary to develop the capability of achieving di�erent degree of

y in microstructured materials with su�cient options of microstructural con�guratio

esigner can choose the most suitable one based on various functional demands alo

al design and manufacturing constraints. The disseminated generic concepts of th

ropy tailoring would be crucial in innovating next-generation of multi-functional m

erent length-scales without the constraint of �xed micro-structural geometry.
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